Abstract. Understanding of internal structure of the technogenic rock dumps (gob dumps) is required condition for estimation of using ones as filtration massifs for treatment of mine wastewater. Internal structure of gob piles greatly depends on dumping technology to applying restrictions for use them as filtration massifs. Numerical modelling of gob dumps allows adequately estimate them physical parameters, as a filtration coefficient, density, etc. The gob dumps numerical modelling results given in this article, in particular was examined grain size distribution of determined fractions depend on dump height. Shown, that filtration coefficient is in a nonlinear dependence on amount of several fractions of rock in gob dump. The numerical model adequacy both the gob structure and the dependence of filtration coefficient from gob height acknowledged equality of calculated and real filtration coefficient values. The results of this research can be apply to peripheral dumping technology.
Introduction
Using of gob dumps as filtration massifs for waste mine waters treatment is widespread at open pit mines in a major North Eurasia coal region Kuzbass. Nevertheless, frequent used peripheral dumping technology lead to the irregular ("stratisfied") structure of dump, as it shown at Fig. 1 .
Therefore, unevenness of physical parameters (density, porosity, filtration coefficient etc.) to evolved from grain sizes segregation in dump height [1] . 
Results and Discussion
The results of the photomapping analysis of the grain size distribution on dump height are presented in Fig. 2 . Table 2 ), fractions with grain sizes <0.1 m, 0.5-0.25 m and 0.7-1.0 m have a p-value less than 0.178, which correspond to it strong influence on filtration coefficient at a confidence level of 82,2%. Volumes of other fractions in gob dump have no significant effect on filtration coefficient. 
Correlation coefficient of this model is 0.98, which confirms the adequacy of the model (1).
Conclusions
The proposed high reliability prognosis model establishes a dependence of filtration coefficient from differential amount of gob dump fraction with particles diameter less 0.1 m is as W 1 (or W <0.1 ), particles diameter 0.25-0.5 m is as W 2 (or W 0.25-0.5 ), and particles diameter 0.7-1 m is as W 3 (or W 0.7-1 ). It can be used for estimate gob dump as filtration massif for purifying of quarry wastewater [6] [7] [8] .
